The Advocates for Human Rights
30 Years of Working for Dignity & Justice
Dear Friends,

The Advocates for Human Rights celebrates its 30th anniversary this year, and the world we live in needs our work now more than ever. Requests to us for help continue to grow.

Our founding principles remain the same as they did when our doors first opened 30 years ago: implementing international human rights standards, promoting civil society and the rule of law, and empowering volunteers to do the work required to establish human rights as a reality locally and globally.

Together, our footsteps of change circle the globe, thanks to your generous support. Please consider a few of last year's accomplishments:

- Our work to stop domestic violence included fact-finding missions in Croatia and Moldova, as well as trainings for lawyers, police, prosecutors, and judges in Latvia, Turkey, and the United States.
- The turmoil in North Africa and the Middle East brought more people seeking our help to obtain asylum.
- We published a new edition of our popular *Energy of a Nation* immigration curriculum. Our dedication to and involvement in humane immigration reform continued on the state and national levels.
- Our Sankhu-Palubari Community School in Nepal served almost 350 low-income students, providing an alternative to child labor.
- Our International Justice Program worked with in-country organizations and diaspora communities to provide accurate information to the United Nations, helping our partners hold their home countries accountable for human rights violations.
- Our leadership in the One Voice Minnesota Network made our state a more welcoming place for Minnesotans no matter where they were born.

You, our supporters, make our life-changing, world-altering work possible. We are deeply grateful to all of our volunteers, donors, and sponsors. We are excited about another 30 years of meaningful work, helping individuals realize their human rights in the United States and around the world. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Robin Phillips  
Executive Director

C. Christopher Bercaw  
Chair, Board of Directors
The Advocates for Human Rights is an independent, nonpartisan, nonprofit, 501(c)(3) organization that investigates and exposes human rights violations, represents immigrants and refugees seeking asylum because of human rights violations; trains and assists groups that protect human rights; and uses research, education, and advocacy to engage the public, policy makers, and children in human rights work. The mission of The Advocates for Human Rights is to implement international human rights standards to promote civil society and reinforce the rule of law.

The Advocates accomplishes this mission by involving volunteers in research, education, and advocacy and building broad-based constituencies in the United States and selected global communities. The Advocates envisions a world in which every person lives with dignity, freedom, justice, equality, and peace; and it believes that every person has a part to play in building respect for human rights and expanding the human rights movement in the United States and around the world.

Who We Are

Students from The Advocates’ Sankhu-Palubari Community School, Nepal.

Photo courtesy of David Parker
At the invitation of the Bulgarian Gender Research Foundation and Autonomous Women’s House Zagreb, The Advocates traveled to Croatia to assess how its government was implementing domestic violence legislation.

It was during one of the many interviews The Advocates conducted that Daphne, a domestic violence victim, recalled how Croatia’s Center for Social Welfare treated her. “They said I should be patient and be a better mother,” she recounted. “I told them, I don’t have anywhere to go. They wouldn’t say anything, but let me go home. That was my life.”

Around the globe, The Advocates documents governments’ responses to violence against women, including work by police, prosecutors, judges, and government institutions, and helps identify improvements to keep women safe.

Other highlights of The Advocates’ work for women’s human rights include:

- assisting with drafting strong laws on violence against women in Croatia, Kazakhstan, Iraq, Kiribati, Malaysia, and Moldova;
- training prosecutors in Kazakhstan and police and court officials in Latvia;
- serving on the implementation group for Minnesota’s Safe Harbor Act. Drafted by The Advocates, the Act will protect and provide services to child victims of sex trafficking in Minnesota;
- training law students and lawyers in Turkey to effectively represent domestic violence clients, using curriculum authored by The Advocates; participating in the 12th Association for Women’s Rights in Development International Forum in Istanbul, Turkey with a delegation of 11 volunteers;
- working with the United Nations to write the justice module for its Women’s website. The United Nations declares The Advocates as the “go-to organization” for legal reform on violence against women;
- training Inter-Parliamentary Union members at a meeting in India on drafting, implementing, and monitoring legislation to end violence against women and girls;
- presenting keynote addresses on domestic violence legal reform at international meetings organized by the Council of Europe and the United Nations; and
- facilitating trainings for judges and law clerks on the issue of sex trafficking in Minnesota.

“*That was my life*”

Women’s Human Rights
Irfred Kaine was a prominent and outspoken journalist in his home country of Liberia. He wrote extensively in 2005 on the Liberian presidential election, including several candidate profiles. Following the elections in 2006, he was attacked, dragged from his car, beaten, and threatened with death. Kaine’s attackers claimed his stories cast their candidate in a negative light.

Undeterred, he continued to write articles critical of the Liberian government. He received many death threats from people claiming to represent former and current government officials. Kaine received no response or protection, despite regular complaints to the Liberian Justice Ministry about the frightening threats.

Kaine fled to the United States and contacted The Advocates. With the help of a volunteer attorney, Kaine was granted asylum in an extraordinarily swift three months. With his long journey toward safety and security realized, Kaine looks forward to a future without fear.

Other highlights of The Advocates’ work with refugees and immigrants this year include:

- providing service to clients in over 500 matters, from full representation in asylum cases to brief service and advice at clinics and detained court. The Advocates saw increasing numbers of asylum seekers fleeing persecution as a result of the change and unrest of the Arab Spring;
- conducting trainings for lawyers who volunteer to represent asylum clients, including a discussion with students and attorneys representing clients in LGBT asylum cases from various parts of the world;
- conducting presentations on immigration, asylum law, and refugees to diverse audiences of lawyers, law students, educators, youth, and other non-governmental organizations, including presentations through The Advocates’ One Voice Minnesota Network; and
- working to improve human rights conditions for people in immigration custody detained in the Ramsey County jail.
As they listened, the women quietly celebrated

In a small conference room at the United Nations in Geneva, a group of women from Morocco sat listening intently as the United Nations Committee Against Torture (CAT) questioned representatives of the government of Morocco about the government’s failure to protect women from domestic violence.

The women were representatives of nongovernmental organizations working in Morocco to stop domestic violence—organizations coordinated by Global Rights that collaborate with The Advocates.

Months before the hearing, The Advocates’ staff worked with its partners in Morocco to submit a joint shadow report to the CAT—a report criticizing the government’s compliance with the Convention Against Torture’s obligation to protect women from domestic violence. The Advocates’ staff also counseled the women in Geneva on how to brief the CAT members on the issues identified in the joint report. As they listened, the women quietly celebrated when the Committee members asked questions that the women had submitted.

Other highlights of The Advocates’ work on international justice include:

- making submissions to the United Nations on the treatment of Oromos and other minorities in Ethiopia, violence against women in Bulgaria and Turkey, impunity for mass rapes in Russia, rights of non-citizens in Ghana, and the use of the death penalty in Cameroon, Iran, Jamaica, Japan, and Morocco;
- submitting a List of Issues to the United Nations Human Rights Committee for Croatia’s review on its compliance with the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights. The Advocates used the information gained from its fact-finding work in Croatia to bring to the committee’s attention the domestic violence issues it should ask Croatia to address during its review;
- participating in the United Nations Universal Periodic Review of India, in partnership with the Indian American Muslim Council, by submitting a joint stakeholder statement on the treatment of religious minorities in India;
- authoring the national submission to the United Nations Special Rapporteur on the Human Rights of Migrants relating to immigrant detention in the United States, highlighting systemic failures of the United States to protect their human rights and outlining priority recommendations; and
- presenting at the General Assembly Meeting of the World Coalition Against the Death Penalty in Morocco. At the meeting, The Advocates was elected to the 20-member World Coalition’s steering committee.
Kanchi was six years old in 1999. She lived with her family in a village in the Kathmandu Valley of Nepal. Her parents were poor farmers, and she and her brother and sisters helped in the fields. When Kanchi heard that a new school was opening in the Sankhu-Palubari community — a school for children from families who couldn’t pay to send their little ones to school — she was very excited and wanted to enroll. But her parents, who had never themselves been educated, were not as excited as Kanchi.

Kanchi, a smart and determined little girl, cried for a month and begged her parents to let her go to school. One day, the school’s teachers came to visit Kanchi’s parents and explained that it would help the whole family if Kanchi could read and write. They explained the reasons why it is important for girls to go to school and that all children have a right to an education. Kanchi’s older sisters, who had never had the opportunity to go to school, took her side. Finally, their parents agreed.

Kanchi started in the first kindergarten class at the Sankhu-Palubari Community School. She faced many obstacles. To get to school, she had to walk 1 1/2 hours each way. There were times her parents wanted her to stop school and help them farm. But she stayed in school and worked hard. She was one of only two girls in the first class to graduate from eighth grade.

Not only is Kanchi the first in her family to go to school, she is also the first girl from the Sankhu-Palubari Community School to graduate from 12th grade. Because the school changed the family’s life, Kanchi’s sisters made sure that their own children went to school.

Now a young woman, Kanchi plans to study agriculture in college and is hoping to bring organic farming techniques back to her village. “I want to live a healthy life and give a healthy life to others,” she said.

When asked what the school meant to her, she said, “I gained from this school my life.”
Other highlights of The Advocates’ research, education, and advocacy work include:

- publishing the training manual *Discover Human Rights: A Human Rights Approach to Social Justice* and providing human rights education and training for community members, teachers, students, non-governmental organizations and the general public;
- growing the One Voice Minnesota Network and conducting community conversations on making Minnesota more welcoming as part of The Advocates’ ongoing commitment to achieving greater equity for refugees and immigrants in our communities;
- reaching more than 5,000 people at the Minnesota State Fair. Visitors to The Advocates’ booth learned about human rights, spun the Human Rights Quiz wheel, picked up resource materials, and contributed a drawing to the Human Rights tapestry;
- leading a team of volunteers to Nepal to monitor the Sankhu-Palubari Community School, which serves over 300 low-income children. The school expanded this year, offering a pre-kindergarten program and grades 9 and 10;
- publishing the third edition of *Energy of a Nation*, an internationally recognized curriculum for middle school to adult learners about immigration in the United States;
- facilitating service-learning projects that allowed students to take action on human rights issues in their communities;
- partnering with Somali Action Alliance to screen and discuss the film *Hawo’s Dinner Party* to facilitate positive relationships between Muslim and non-Muslim community members; and
- playing a key role in launching Human Rights Educators USA, a new national network dedicated to promoting human rights education in the United States.
Growing from a small group of Minnesota lawyers to an international network of volunteers, board members, partners, supporters, and staff, The Advocates for Human Rights continues to impact human rights locally and globally.
30 Years of Working for Dignity & Justice
## Thank You to All of Our Volunteers & Supporters

“**The best way to find yourself is to lose yourself in the service of others.**”

Mahatma Gandhi

### Donations Received

**July 1, 2011 - June 30, 2012**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Amount</th>
<th>Donors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$25,000 and Up</td>
<td>Andrus Family Fund, Blandin Foundation, Legal Services Advisory Committee, The Minneapolis Foundation, Minnesota State Arts Board, Oak Foundation, Open Society Institute, Daniel Pennic and Anne Clayton, Public Interest Projects, Inc., The Segal Raising Trust, United Nations Voluntary Fund for Victims of Torture, Women’s Foundation of Minnesota</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$10,000 to 14,999</td>
<td>Carlson Family Foundation, James Dorsey and Dottie Coekefert, Fredrickson &amp; Pryor, P.A., Jim and Sally O’Neal, Jeanne M. Voigt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$5,000 to 9,999</td>
<td>Briggs &amp; Morgan, P.A., Michael and Ann Ciresi, Education Minnesota, Barbara Foster and Larry Hendrickson, Wood Foster and Jane Severns, Texas Gandhian and Scott Hagg, Maurice and Hadassah Hents, Richard Illing and Dr. Colleen Cooper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$2,500 to 4,999</td>
<td>Alliant Energy Foundation, Inc., Matching Gifts Program, Lynn M. Anderson, Robert and Bobbie Aronson, Christopher Bercaw and Mary McKelvey, Broadnax Foundation, Carolyn Chalmers and Eric James, Fran and Ruth Davis, Karen and Richard Evans, Greene Espel PLLP, Samuel and Mary Hansen, William G. and Elizabeth Hogyard, Lindquist &amp;ranum PLLP, Sharon Link and Robert Lewis, Myer Thompson, P.A., The Neville Family Foundation Trust, Lynn Olson and Frank Stone, David and Mary Parker, Producers, Inc., Kathryn Quannerman, The Emily Sandall Foundation, Sutherland Asbill &amp; Brennan LLP, June and Deborah West, John P. and Eleanor R. Yackel</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In Honor of Agota Dojza
Sálima Gibril

In Honor of Amy Bergquist
Ashley Bennett Equald

In Honor of Apecikeya Kurki
Anonymous
Rakmini Bhattacahar
Ojololu Cilinare
Michael Perkins
Prajit Sherchan
Postik Shertha - Highland Asia Travel

In Honor of Anish Shah
Anonymous
Margaret Koo
Jung Qiao
Alexandra Rossi

In Honor of Carolyn Chalmers
Ann Jurgen and Jay Weiner

In Honor of Cheryl Thomas
Greg and Lisa Buck
The Hoehler Hasdinsnon Family Fund
Roll and Nancy Eng
Andrea Hubertson
Zebra Azar Keye
John L. O’Florin
Marklee Paulsen and Glen Lacher

In Honor of Chris Bensaw, Mary McKey, & Family
Deb Magee

In Honor of Chris Bensaw
Joe O. Caldon
Jamie Nadiger White

In Honor of courageous survivors women
Helen M. Pistrick

In Honor of Damaon & Lola Boudreaux
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In Honor of Daniel & Liz Kock
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In Honor of David & Mary Parker
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Lee Parker

In Honor of David Parker
Rose Goldman
Karen Rappaport

In Honor of David Weisbrodt
James Weisbrodt

In Honor of David Woodward
Rup Reyal and Shaia Eshel

In Honor of Deb
Susan Collby

In Honor of Deb Fowler
Nancy L. Hanna

In Honor of Debbie Olson
Sally Silk

In Honor of Diane & Steve Antonsen
Lisa Knazan and Dennis Lenovsko

In Honor of Donalene Mehdosko
Robertt Merriman and Dwight Fellman

In Honor of Earl Thompson
John and Eleanor Yackel

In Honor of Eddie Bahade/Williamson Anonymnous
David Zook and Laurel Larsen

In Honor of Elizabeth Anne Walds and Jefferson Ramsay
Marlene Kayer

In Honor of Ellen Sampson
Manita and Terry Hopmann

In Honor of Emily Good
David and Kathieh Good

In Honor of Eric James
Leah Gra

In Honor of Herschell & Marge Lewis
Sharon Link and Robert Lewis

In Honor of Hue Nguyen Anonymnous

In Honor of Iqbal Masi
Stefanie O’Dair

In Honor of Jane & Doby West, their children, & grandchildren
Jean Thomson and John Senders
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Honorary Gifts

Lawrence Schaefer and Toni Haleen
C. Schuster
Jeremiah and Jill Schamp
Kristin Schlegel-Lindquist and Mark Lindquist
Malinda and Nathan Schmichsen
Debbie Schneider and Ronald Noren
Mary Ann Schenocker and Damick Hills
Jaimie and Mary Scherer
Paul Schwerfter
Ann Schuler-Ackerberg
Anthony and Judy Schumacher
Jan and Roger Schumaker
Judith and Steven Schmermer
John Schuster
Bonnie and Thomas Schwalbe
Eric Schwartz
Joanne Schwechke
Sally A. Scoggin
Mark and Lindsey Scott
Mary A. Scott
Lisa B. Segal and Arthur Steinberg
Jackson and Susan Selk
Julie and David Sellergren
Mary and Robert Seng
Jennifer Service
Ann and Eason Sessions
Gregory Shaffer
Susan Shahan
Jan Shannon
Willard Shapiro
Brian Shapiro and Susan Ranney
Renea M. Sharp
Ames Sherman
Apekchya Karki
Donna and Steve Sherlock
Michael Shifrin
Adahle and Brad Shinkle
Elizabeth Shippie
Postik Shreta - Highland Asia Travel
Sofia Shrestha
Darrel D. Shreve
Mariana and Greg Shrubland
Rhona Shroad
Zafeer Shukla
Carole and Ronald Sigel
Marjorie Sigel
Donna Sigel and Joseph Aga
Sally Silk and Thomas Wolff
Mirtam Simmons and James Schertz
Cathleen Simons
Rajinder and Neenu Singh
Rajdeep Singh
Bonnie Skelton
Eileen and John Senn
Mary Alice Skelton
Katherine Stier
Amy Shauer
Nick Smeth
Jim and Carole Smart
Eve and Cornel Smith
Marisella Skaln
Ann Skoglund
Katherine Smith’
Amy Shofer
Nick Smyth
Jam and Carol Smart
Eve and Connel Smith
Marish Smeder
Marion Soman
Daniel Sonesson
Amy Sonke
Christopher Soper
Dorothy Sorensen
Sarah Jane Sorenson
Andrea Speltch
David Stamps
Tim Starns
Cynthia Strunke
Benjamin and Angela Stremel
Les Stern
Sally Strem
Sonya Christiansen
Emily Stewart
Carol Strodlart
Karin Stone and William Gramowski
Emily Streut
Steven Stowrzt and Rebecca Skolker
Dr. Susan Stroak
Borana and David Strok
Jack Streak
Shela Stuhrmian
Les Stumke and Martin Vos
Keiko E. Sugisaka
Budgelt Sullivan
Elizabeth Summer
Jason and Juan Sutton
Andrew Swamin
Valence Swenson
Jessica Thumb
Katherine and Jeffrey Tate
Marshall Tintel
Pascalffis
William C. Thal
Elia Thayer
Mark Thieroff and Rhona Wilson
Brian Thomas
Rich Thomas
Wendy Thomas
Earl and Beverly Thompson
Peter Thompson
Susan and Dean Thomoson
Evelyn Thomson
Becky Thomson and Joe Donnelly
Sue Tjasen
Hendrik Tjoebest
Jochem Zulke
Elita Tischer
Caroline Tewes Todd
Heather Tracy
Jlb/T. Tescott
Paul Trupin
Tom Trupin
Beth and Jerry Trout
Mike and Donor Tucano
Elizabeth Trumble and Dusty Knight
Bob and Maggie Turner
Sara Turner
Shannon Turner
John and Nina Turner
Dr. Ondrej Uhray
Unai Kielth Guth Group
Roberto Vaelar
Lawrence Valley
Dawn Van Abte
Mary Ann Van Cuta
Stacie and Mark Vandermyde
Ashleigh Varley
Amy Varai Birtifl
Sharon Rice Vaughan
Angus Vaughan and Grace Hayden
Amy and Raul Velasquez
James and Kathleen Velikara
Nancy Vier Strege
Rebecca Voekel and Maggie George
Herward Vogel
Steve Wagenknecht
Mary Wagner and William Moore
Pauline Wahl
Rosalee Wahl
Mark Wahlman
Julia Wallace
Kevin Walli
Janet Wald
Megan Walsh
Caroline Wasson
Carron Wear
Ann and John Watson
Robert and Kathleen Well
Michael Weak
Barbara and Neil Weikart
James Weisbrod
Joan Weissman and Michael Natzikowski
Betsy Welch Williams
Steve Wells and Jane Scallen
Kathleen and Daniel West
Anne West
Cher Wells
Chris Whatacks
William and Shirley Whitek
Barbara Ellen Wiener
Luke Wilcor
Donna Wilkins
James Williamson
Gwen Williams
Darcia Williams and Julie Wear Jackson
Charles Williamson
John W. Windholz, Jr.
Brian Winowitt
Carlo Wintzhammer
Alex Wise
Christine and Steve Wild
Allison Wall and Jerry Wilhelms
Gregory and Linda Wright
Cathy Wright
Kenneth Wright
Marden Yahr
Samuel Yamin
Joshua Yenopa
Charles B. Yancy and Janet D. Greenlees
Andrea Yang
Steve and Omen Yargur
Craig Yeller
Roxanne Young
Jami Zellor
Leon Zemore
Elizabeth Zehber
Michelle Collins Zhao
John and Kathleen Zeitkegon
Dick and Wince Zonneveld
David Zook and Laurel Larsen
Jeff Zuckerman and Lisa Pogoff
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In Honor of Jan Conlin, Gene Goertz, & Aviva Breen
Anonymous
In Honor of Jason Digman
Ann Rainhart and Jason Digman
In Honor of Jean Thomson & of Jim Dorsey
Richard Bloomer
In Honor of Jim Dorsey
Jim and Anne Long
In Honor of John Gutenmann, Jr., Rev. Dr. Beth Donaldson, Edward and Janice Rowley, Dawn Schilling, John and Eleanor Yackel
In Honor of Judy & Steve Emmings
Daniel and Vicki Olson
In Honor of Janice Santemario
Jeff and Dina Ehlich
In Honor of Karen Olfa
Anonymous
In Honor of Laurie Schreuer
Jamie and Marty Schreuer
In Honor of Lisa Wierda
Louis Adler
In Honor of Luc Oliver Nguyen
Cung Nguyen
In Honor of Luke Wilson
Stephen Clemens
In Honor of Lynn Marie Buehler
Emily Buehler
In Honor of Maria Andrade
Angela Bortel
In Honor of Marlene & Tom Kayser
Fran and Barb Davis
Maureen Kucera-Walsh and Michael Walsh
In Honor of Marlene Kayser
Gail and Richard Bohr
Tom and Clare Kayser
Lohini Mayo
In Honor of Mario Bream
Loretta Fredericks and Don Holmquist
In Honor of Mary Ellingen
Becky and Mark Holland
Barbara and Neil Wiskart
In Honor of Mary O’Brien
Nan Madden
Amy Schroeder Ireland
Robert and Rebecca Sicoli
In Honor of Mike Walsh & Maureen Kucera Walsh
Marcy Kayser
In Honor of my Mom
Tamara Potos
In Honor of Nancy Holmberg
Mary B. Lewis and Bruce L. Wilson
In Honor of Nate Blumenshine
Amy Blumenshine
In Honor of Our Grandchildren—Sevrin, Simon, & Eliza Weed
Perry and Cynthia Prestholdt
In Honor of our Wedding Guests
Emily Stewart
In Honor of Peter Skirfel
Kathleen Skirfel
In Honor of Perry, Jan, Sonya Garg, Sungtaa Jang, & Meera Jang
Sungtaa Jang and Raje Garg
In Honor of Rachel Hamilton
Amy and Tom Lieberman
In Honor of Robin Phillips
Mary C. Nichols
In Honor of Rosalyn Park
Steve Wagenheim
In Honor of Sharon Rose Vaughan
Judeith Garin
In Honor of Students at Macalester College
Anonymous
In Honor of Terese Pinschat
Amy Large and Jane Newman
In Honor of The Advocates for Human Rights
John Castellanos-Molina
In Honor of Thomas Dickstein
Shawn Monaghan
In Honor of Whitney Shinkle Rader
Adaline and Brad Shinkle
In Honor of women worldwide!
Annelies Hagemeister

Memorial Gifts

In Memory of Anne Rutherford
Fred and Kay Dr. Sam Lazaro
In Memory of Bill Wilde
Elizabeth Sampson
In Memory of Carol Daley
Amy Crawford
In Memory of Carol Whanicker
Kim Rose
In Memory of Carolyn Leete
Dawn Baker
In Memory of Cary Heiz
Joan Weinman and Michael Narkiewicz
In Memory of Chiff & Ann Johnson
Barbara Kerwin Johnson
In Memory of David Bredy
Groves Performing Arts Company Boosters
In Memory of Deena Green
Aviva Breen
Lou Libby Jusser
Shirley and Alvin Rackner
Ellen and Martin Sampson
In Memory of Doreen Borenbom
Lou Libby Jusser
In Memory of Dorothy Black
Bett and Judy Black
In Memory of George Spencer
Claire Leslie
In Memory of Henry C. Zeller
Jane Zeller
In Memory of Janet Eisenbach
Marjorie Eisenbach and Michael Kuskowski
In Memory of Josephine Nunn
Joan and Larry Medinaar
In Memory of Joyce Barren
Jack Rendler and Bath Barren Rendler
In Memory of Kari Ann Kookinnen
Lizanne Kookinnen
In Memory of Dr. Kim Strauss
Dr. Susan Strauss
In Memory of Leslie Carole Johnson
William Shapira
In Memory of Lois M. Johnson
Carol Daly
In Memory of Margaret D. Bull
Christopher Soper
In Memory of Marge Driscoll
Kay and Jack Dunn
In Memory of our parents, Norbert J. & Harriet Hennessey Rohl
Dora Marie and Barbara Rohle
In Memory of Paul Williams
Barbara Byers
In Memory of Sally Hart
Anonymous
In Memory of Thomas Blows, MD
Anonymous
In Memory of Tim Carlson
Luke Wilson
In Memory of Todd Martin
Ann, Ron, and Ethan Bolerger
In Memory of William Weyland
Jean Andrews

Honorary Gifts
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Board & Staff
as of June 30, 2012

C. Christopher Bercaw, Chair
Eddie Belarde-Williamson
Carolyn Clairmonts
Amy Crawford
James E. Draycy
Wood H. Farmer, Jr.
Susan Hask
David Kofle
Mark W. Lee
Kärli Leemanzer
Anna Lockener Remar
Alan Madin
John Mandler
Howard Sam Meyers
Hung Nguyen
Mary Parker
Hon. M. Jacqueline Regis
Jonathan Sage-Mannison
Ellen Sampson
Max J. Schott, II
Jean Thompson

Robin Phillips, Executive Director
Amy Bergmann
Sarah Benes
MaryEllen
Emily Farrell
Emily Good
Sarah Helder
Kelsey Johnston
Kay Kantos
Madeline Lohman
Deepak Sh. Mayell
Michelle Gammon McKenzie
Beatrix Monanau
Mary O’Brien
Roslyn Park
Chamsia Phuanghara Potter
Jennifer Pockelholt
Helen Rabenstein
Mary A. Scott
Ahmed Saleef
Tim Tennant-Jarne
Cheryl Thomas
Ellen Van Wouden
Luke Wilson

Statement of Financial Position
Year Ended June 30, 2012

Assets
Current Assets
Cash $312,905
Investments 2,400
Grants Receivable 198,000
Pledges Receivable 37,984
Total Current Assets 551,289
Property and Equipment - Net $10,667
Other Assets - Security Deposit 810,132
Total Assets $572,088

Liabilities and Net Assets
Current Liabilities
Accounts Payable $30,410
Accrued Vacation 54,901
Payroll Liabilities 2,258
Deferred Lease Incentive 10,132
Total Current Liabilities 97,701
Long Term Liabilities
Deferred Lease Incentive 67,544
Total Liabilities 165,245
Net Assets
Unrestricted Net Assets (118,800)
Temporarily Restricted Net Assets 525,643
Total Net Assets 406,843
Total Liabilities and Net Assets $572,088

Statement of Activities
Year Ended June 30, 2012

Support and Revenue
Support
Foundation and Corporate $756,689
Individual Contributions 497,550
In Kind Donations 3,746,718
Others 9,416
Special Events, net of direct benefits 53,992
Program Service Fees 29,493
Sales of Publications 579
Interest Income 178
Miscellaneous 31,455
Total Support and Revenue $5,116,070

Expenses
Program Services 5,017,252
Management and General 120,992
Fundraising 119,119
Total Expenses 5,257,363
Change in Net Assets (141,293)
Net Assets, Beginning of Year 548,136
Net Assets, End of Year 406,843

Interns
July 1, 2011 - May 1, 2012

Osman Ahmed
Oana Alexan
Molly Breibe
Jessica Bolt
Maggie Brunke
Lisa Carrillo
Megan Crawford
Lisa Dalley
Lesa Davide
Claire de laundrich
Evan Donce
Victoria Duthcher
Tammi Etheridge
Anne Evans
Cobin Fredricks
Heather Goodlett
Drew Grover
Kate Hanesey
Devon Hogan
Kim Hollis
Mark Jacobson
Matthew Joel
Brett Johnson
Marko Kanzeen
Tamra Kaplan
Max Kaufman
Carlin Kelly
Bassam Khawaja
Yolande Khmre
Bobby Koonce
Katie Long
Megan Mannon
Sam Manning
Barbara Marchevsky
Dragana Marinovska
Ryan McLaughlin
Tessa Mornahan
Amanda Moortz
Christopher Motz
Josh Nelson
Zack Payne-Meili
Abby Peterson
Amanda Peterson
Leah Rogotzke
Grace Rybak
Abby Schanfield
Rebecca Schriner
Alison Schmid
Ann Schneider
Elena Siegel
Smarika Thapa
Ellen Toolbin
Liz Troshin
Matt Wandrel
Emily Weimer
Lauren Woodbury
Ren Zhang
Nolberto Zubia
The Advocates for Human Rights envisions a world in which every person lives with dignity, freedom, justice, equality, and peace; and it believes that every person has a part to play in building respect for human rights and expanding the human rights movement in the United States and around the world.